
 
 

Activity Ideas for Family Fun Fest Booths 

1. Fishing Game – Trifold cardboard decorated to look like an underwater scene with fish. 

Kids “fish” over the top and prizes are hooked onto line with clothespin. 

2. Ring Toss - Toss plastic rings onto 20 oz. or 2-liter bottles (remove labels). Each bottle can contain 

colored water that corresponds with different prizes. 

3. Cup Toss – Place a small toy or piece of candy in each plastic cup that is glued to a board.  The child will 

toss a ping pong ball into the cups.  If their ball lands in a cup, they win a prize. 

4. Toilet Paper Roll Bowling – Stack rolls of toilet paper and have children roll a ball to knock them down. 

5. Bullseye – Make a felt bullseye and have children throw velcro balls at it. 

6. Penny Toss – Toss pennies or other small object onto a Twister mat.  Prizes will be awarded according to 

color. 

7. Putt Putt Golf – Create golf “holes” on a piece of Astroturf. Participants can try to get a golf ball into drawn 

hole or in cup if elevated using a plastic golf club. 

8. Face Painting – Vendor booth must have at least two face painters. 

9. Photo Booth – Provide photo booth background and props for pictures.  Parents can take pictures of their 

kids. 

10. Guessing Booth - Have five different jars (one for each hour of the Family Fun Fest) filled with different 

items.  Children (or parents) can fill out a slip with a guess. Announce a winner every hour. The winner will 

receive the filled jar as their prize. 

11. Sucker Game – Foam cone or standing cardboard with small holes.  Stick Dum Dum suckers in each hole. 

Kids then pull out sucker to see if they win a sucker or a prize.  

12. Duck Pond – Paint colors or numbers on bottoms of rubber ducks.  Children win a prize according to the 

number or color on the bottom of the duck chosen.  Vendors can use foam peanuts, etc. in wading pool if 

they are concerned about water being too messy. 

13. Cake or Treat Walk – Give cupcakes, small cakes or cookies for prizes. (no nuts please, due to allergies) 

 


